
BL
Black 
(Credenza  only)

BR
Brown

WH
White

Plug-in lamp dimmers are also available for:

Shown actual size: Credenza lamp dimmer  

in White (WH). 

Credenza lamp dimmer dimensions are 

1.5 in (38 mm) x 3.10 in (79 mm).

Product family features

Convenient full range dimmers for table  

and floor lamps

Use a standard light bulb instead  

of costly 3-level bulbs

C LTM dimmers offer more reliable dimming 

performance over standard dimmers when 

dimming CFLs and LED.  They also provide full 

range dimming for incandescent and halogen 

bulbs as well as mixed loads types.

LED glows softly as a locator light  

(optional feature)

Place Credenza dimmer on tabletop or  

connect the Attaché dimmer to the  

lamp cord

For detailed information, see Application  

Notes #91 (Guide to Dimming Table Lamps) by 

visiting www.lutron.com/applicationnotes

Cord is 6 ft (1.8 m) long

 Direct load type compatibility

  Incandescent/halogen lighting

   Dimmable CFL/LED lighting (screw-base)
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Maestro Wireless®

See pg. 70

Spacer System® IR

See pg. 78

Available finishes

Use BOLD color code in model number 

(Example: TT-300NLH-BR) 

Gloss finishes
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Lamp dimmers

Credenza plug-in lamp dimmer with  

locator light

Slide up to on/brighten;  

down to dim/off

Includes red LED locator light

Requires no wiring  

or tools

Credenza plug-in lamp dimmer

Slide up to on/brighten;  

down to dim/off

Requires no wiring  

or tools

C LTM models provide  

more reliable dimming  

for screw-base CFL  

and LED lighting loads

Attaché on-cord lamp dimmer with locator light

Slide up to on/brighten;  

down to dim/off

Attaches to lamp cord

Includes red LED locator light

Available in White (WH)  

and Brown (BR)

Attaché on-cord lamp dimmer

Slide up to on/brighten;  

down to dim/off

Attaches to lamp cord

Available in White (WH)

Incandescent/halogen

Single-pole TT-300NLH-EE5

300 W

Incandescent/halogen

Single-pole TT-300H-EE5

300 W 

Single-pole TTCL-100H-EE5

250 W

Dimmable CFL/LED bulbs (screw-base)

Single-pole TTCL-100H-EE5

100 W

Mix and match load types control up to 100 W  

per dimmer.

Incandescent/halogen

Single-pole LC-300NLH-EE8
 

300 W

Incandescent/halogen

Single-pole LC-300H-WH 

300 W 
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 EE5:  Available in White (WH), Brown (BR)  
and Black (BL)

 EE8:  Available in White (WH), Brown (BR)


